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4.0 Objective

Organisational structure is crucial for the success of any business unit. Organising is
the most important part of management process. The objective of the fourth lesson is to
explain the concept of organisation and the art of organising. Different organisation theories
viz; classical, neo-classical and modern theories of organisation have been incorporated in
this lesson. This lesson will enable the students to know the impact of environment, strategy,
technology size and people on the effectiveness of organisational structure.

4.1 Introduction

Always design a thing by considering it in its larger context — a chair in a room, a

room in a house, a house in an environment in a city plan.   — Eliel Saarinen, environmentalist

There is one best way to design an organisation; it depends on the situations in which

design takes place.          —Paul R. Lawrence, management professor

After finalsing the creative phase of planning through which managers define what is

to be done, the next issue comes before them is who will do it. Since the worki s done by a

number of persons working together, managers have to define who will do what and what will

be relationship among these persons. This aspect is taken up by managers in the form of

organising  which basically involves analysis of activities to be perfomred for acheiveing

organisational objectives, grouping these activities into various divisions, departments, and

sections so that these can be assigned to various individuals and delegating them appropriate

authority so that they are able to carry on their work effectively. In management literature,

sometimes, the term organisation and organising are used interchangeably because the

term organisation is used in many ways. Therefore, before going into dealing with various

issues of organising, it is beneficial to be clear about organisation and organising.

4.2 Concept of Organistion and Organising

The term organisation is used in many ways and in each way, the users use it in a

specific reference. For example, Lyndall Urwick has observed that:

"In English-speaking countries, and particularly in the USA, the term organisation has

two popular meanings or usages and these are incompatible. First, there is the meaning or

usage in which the term was employed by the so-called classicists of management. There is

a second usage of the term organisation which is very general particularly in the USA, but

also in Great Britain. This is synonymous for the corporation or undertaking, the human group

regarded as a whole. Thus, these usages of the same term are incompatible is obvious."1

It may be mentioned here that the calssicists have used the term organisation in the

form of organising which is a part of management process. Presently, the term organisation

is used in the following ways with or without prefix or suffix.
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1. as entity,

2. as group of people,

3. as structure and

4. as process

4.2.1 Organisation as Entity

Most frequent use of them organisation is as an entity and it is reffered to as enterprise

as a whole like company, corporation, partnership firm, etc. In this form organisation is defined

as collectively of people for achieving common objectives. William Scoot has defined

organisations as follows:

"Organisations are collectivities of people that have been established for the pursuit

of relatively specific objectives on a more or less on continuous basis."2

1. Identifiable Aggregation of Human Beigns: Organisation is an identifiable

aggregation of human beings. The identification is possible because human group is

not merely a number of persons collected at random, but is a group of persons who

are interrelated. Identifiable aggregation does not mean that all the individuals know

each other personally because, in large organisations, this is not possible. The

identifiable group of human beings determines the boundary of the organisation. Such

boundary separates the elements belonginig to the organisation from other elements

in its environment. However, the separation is rerely absolute, that is, some of th

elements in the organisation will interact with its environment. The amount of interaction

can be thought of in terms of permebility of the organisation's boundary. This refers to

the flow of both people and information across the boundary.

2. Deliberate and Conscious Creation: Organisation is a deliberatley and consciously

created human group. It implies that relationship between organisation and its members

is     contractual. They enter in the organisation through the contract and can be replaced

also, that is, unsatisfactory persons can be removed and other assigned their tasks.

The organisation can also recombine its personnel through promotion, demotion, and

transfer. As such, organisations can continue for much groups differentiates between

casual or focused gathering having transitory relationships like a mob and social units.

Some minimal amount of such construction and reconstruction is found in all social

units, but is is much higher in the case of organisations. Such distinction is only relative

but it is an important one. Other social units, like family, community have some

conscious planning (family budget, etc.), power centre (community chief), and

replaceable membership (through divorce), but the extent to which these social units

are consciously planned and deliberately structured witgh replaceable membership

are much less as compared to organisations. Thus, companies, armies, hospitals,

etc., are included in the category of ogranisation, while tribes, families, friendship

groups etc., are excluded.
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3. Purposive Creation: The organisation is a purposive creation, that is, all the

organisations have some objectives or set of objectives. The objectives are mutually

agreed upon by the members of the group. An organisational objective is a desired

state of affairs which the organisation attempts to realise. Organisations are contrived

social instruments through which society, or portion of it, obtains things that either

could not be obtained at all or could not be had as easily or cheaply. Organisations

are, thus, intervening elements between needs and and their satisfaction. The success

or failure of an organisation is measured in terms of achievement of its objectives.

4. Coordination of Activities: In the organisation, there is a coordination of closely

relevant activities of the members. The coordination is necessary because all the

members contribute to commonly agreed goals.The object of coordination is activities,

not individuals, as only use some of the activities of individuals are relevant to the

achievement of a particular objective. This is so because the the same person can

belong to many different organisations at the same time and in each one, only some of

his activities are relevant. From this point of view, the organisation must spell out the

activities or roles which must be fulfileld in order to achieve the goal. Which particular

person performs thies role may be irrelevant ot the concept of organisation, though it

will be relevant how well the organisation actually operates.

5. Structure: The coordination of human activities requires a structure wherein various

individuals are fitted. The structure provides power centres which coordinate and control

concerted efforts of the organisation and direct them towards its goals. It is obvious

that coordination among many diverse individuals is not possible without some means

of controlling, guiding, and timing the various individuals or groups. The very idea of

coordination implies that each individual or unit submits to some kind of authority for

the sake of achivement of common objective. Since the individuals are structured in

the hierarchy, there is also hierarchy of authority, and depending of authority in the

organisation. This does not mean that authority is always esternal, coordination can

be achieved by self-discipling activities, but some kind of authority is essential for

coordination in organisation. This may vary between complete self-discipline and

complete autoracy.

6. Retionality: There is a rationally in coordination of activities or behaviour. Every

organisation has some specified norms and standards of behaviours; such norms of

behaviour are set up collectively by the individuals and every member of the

organisation is excepted to behave according to these norms of standards. The

behaviour is governed by reward and penalty system of the organisation which acts

as a binding force on its members. The desirable behaviour is rewarded and

undersirable one is pernalised. To enforce rationality in behaviou, organisation also

provides way for substitution of its members.
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These characteristics differentiate an organisation from other social units, such as,

community, family, clan, friendship grout etc. However, modern organisations, though not all,

tend to be large and complex. Such characteristics are important from the point of view of

their management. In a large organisation, the members are arranged in a number of

hierarchies which present some specific problems besides the usual ones associated with

every organisation, large or small. Such problems may be in the form of increased distance

decision centres and actual operative levels. This feature makes the coordination more difficult.

4.2.2 Organisation as Group of People

When organisation is defined as a group of people, it may be defined either as an

entity as discussed earlier or any part of it. For example, when we refer to informall organisation,

we refer to various groups of people in an organisation who create these groups on their own

to satisy their social needs. When organisation is reffered to as a group of people, it is mostly

reffered to as different groups created either formally in informally. In this form, an organisation

has the following features:

1. An organisation always refers to people.

2. The organisation is composed of people who interact among themselves.

3. The interactions are specified by some sort of structure, that is, who will interact

with whom.

4. The interactions are meant to achieve some sort of obejctives.

4.2.3 Organisation as Structure

Organisation is also reffered to in the context of structure which prescribe the

relationships among individuals and positiions that they hold. There may be different ways in

which these relationships are prescribed. Structure tends to be some what permanent with a

provision of incorporating changes whenever required . However, the use of the term structure

do denote organisation used independently but is combined with the term organisation either

in the form of organisation structure or structure of organisation.

4.2.4 Organisation as Process

Classical theorists have used the term organisation in the form of process of organising

through which organisation structure is created. Because of the use of the term organisation

as   a process, more confusion has been created in management lilterature. In the present

context, the term organisation is mostly referred to as entity. Whenevern it is used as a process,

it is termed as organising rather as organisation. In this part of the text, we shll call it organising

through which organisation structure is designed. Organising, being a process, consists of

the following elements :

1. Departmentation: The first basic element in organising is the departmention, that is,

creating various departments, divisions, and sections in order to perform various

organisational activities. For creating departments, it is necessary to identify those
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activities whose performance would lead to the achievement of organisatioanl objective.

While identifying such activities and grouping them into departments, it must be ensured

that (1) all the necessary activities are performed, (2) there is no duplication in

performing various necessasry activities, and (3) activities are performed in a

sychronised and coordinated way. Another issue that emerges because of grouping

of activities and assigning these to individuals is the determination of span of

management, that is, how many individuals should be put under the direct supervision

of a superior manager.

2. Linking Departments: After creating different departments (these may be called

divisoins, sections, etc. besides departments as all these emerge from grouping of

activities), the next issue comes before the management is to decide how various

departments of the organisation will be linked together so that they operate in a

coordinated manner. The way be these departments are linked gives shape to overall

organisation structure. Since there are different ways in which activities are grouped

and linked, there are different forms of organisation structure which will be discussed

in Chapter 13.

3. Defining Autority and Responsibility: When a particular activity or group of activities

is assigned to an individual, he responsible for the performance those activities. He

can discharge this responsibility properly only when he has correspoding authority.

Therefore, he needs        authority which comes to him through the process of delegation.

This aspect will be discussed in Chapter 14.

4. Precibing Authority Relationships: Since every individual who functions in the

capacity of a superior has some authority, there is need for prescribing authority

relationships among different individuals and departments in which they functions.

Such authority relationships may be in different forms because a particular activity of

the organisation is related to other activities in different forms. This aspect of organising

will be discussed in Chapter 15.

Various elements of organising do not show similar patterns in all organisations

because two organisations may not be similar. Further, a particular organisation does not

remain the same in the same over the period of time. Therefore, a particular structure is not

suitable for all organisations or for the same organisation over the period of time. Thus, there

is need for designing structure according to the requirements of an organisation. In order to

meet these requirements, either managers may go through the process of experimentation,

that is trial and error which is a costly affair of base their decisions on the previously developed

theoretical framework. Organisation theory provides some insights about desigining

organisation structure by providing theoretical framework. Therefore, it is desirable to go

through this theory.
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4.3 Organisation Theory

The word 'theory' and its meaning is derived from Greedk and 'Qewpix', meaning

theoria, that is, looking at, viewing, or contemplatting. Thus, theory is a systematic grouping

of interrelated principles. Principles are fundamental truths, or what are believed to be truths

at a given time, explaning relationships between two or more dependent variables. From this

point of view, Rudner has defined the concept of theory as follows:

"Theory is a systemcially related set of statements, including some law the

generalisation that is empirically testable and the sort of systematic relatedness is deductive

relatedness."3

Applying the concept of theory in organisation theory, it can be defined as the study of

structure and desing of organisation. It explains how organisations are actually designed and

offers suggestions on how they can be constrcuted to improve organisational effectiveness.

Tosi has added one more dimension in the concept of organisation theory, that is the analysis

of human behaviour in interrelations. He difines organisation theory as:

" set of interrelated constructs (oncepts), definitions, and propositions that present a systematic

view of behaviour of individuals, groups, and subgroups interacting in some relatively patterned

sequence of activity, the intent of which is goal directed."4

This definition emphasis the study of human behaviour as individual, group, and

subgroup. However, this study is limited in the context of interactions only. Thus, behaviours,

in general, do not fall within the purview of organisation theory. This analysis of interactional

behaviour is necessary in understanding the dynmacis of organisational design and structure.

The various features of organisation theory can be presented below:

1. The use of therm 'theory' in the phrase 'organisation theory' does not quite squate

with its meaning to the philosophy of science. The reason is that various concepts

and pustulates in organisation theory do not meet the requirement of a theory. At

best, organisation theory contains various formulations dealing with organisational

phenomena. But there has been a general application of phrase 'organisation

theory' to the various formulations which deal with the organisation phenomena.

2. Organisation theory can be treated as a macro examination of organisation

because it analyses the whole organisation as a unit. Thus, it is different from

organisation behaviour wich deals with micro aspect of human behaviour in the

organisation.

3. Organisation theory prescribes relationship among variables in the organisation.

It is a set of variables describing the parameters of organisation and contains

series of 'if ...... then' statements which predict the effect of certain structural

arrangements on performance and behaviour of human beings in the

organisation. Thus, it is different from 'management theory' which is basically a
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theory of practice interested in facts and sound principles. It prescribes what to

do to accomlish a desired outcome.

Organisation theory has been classified into three groups: classicial, neoclassical

and modern; though such a classification may not be universal and suitable for all time to

come. For example, what is modern theory today may not be modern for tomorrow. However,

this classification serves certain purpose, that is, the analysis of organisations from different

viewpoints. The classfication is based on the nature of organisations—structure, process,

and interpdendence—as perceived by various scholar engaged in the development of the

field of organisation theory. Each of these categories represents a legitimate point of departure

for enquiry of organisation; each has a set of value judgements and biases which affects the

manner in which the organisations work. Different theories utilise different assumptions about

the needs people wish to satisfy through organisations. Yet, each of them focused on how

organisations can be made effective.

4.3.1 Classical Theory

The term 'classical' means something traditionally accepted or long established. The

classical theory is the beginning of the systematic study of organisations. The classical writers

have viewed an organisaiton as a machine and human beings as different components of

that machine. Their approach has focused on input-output madiators and has given less

attention to facilitating and obstructing factors in the external environment. The writers have

dealt which human behaviour only in rudimentary manner. Therefore, this theory has been

termed as 'machine theory', 'structural theory' or 'physiological theory'. Haire has identified

the chief characteristics of classical organisation theory as follows:

1. Classical organisation theory is built on an accounting model.

2. It maximises neatness and control.

3. It puts special emphasis on the detection of errors and their correction after they

have happened.

4. This approach to the organisation is the classical embodiment of the extra pair

of hands concept.

5. In designing the jobs and in picking these extra pair of hands, classicial theory

assumes man to be relatively homogeneous and relatively unmodifiable.

6. Stability of the employees—stability in the sense of minising change with the

employees— is a goal in the organisation.

7. Classical theory is in its essentail character centralised, and the integration of

the system is achieved through the authority and control of the central mechanism.5

Classical organisation theory is based on the contributions of scientific management

by Taylor and others, administrative management by Fayol and others, and bureaucratic system

by Weber. All these have been discussed in Chapter 2 of the book.
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Classical Theory and Organisational Design

The classical organisation theory has been developed around for major factors. These

are division of labour, scalar and functional processes, structure, and span of control. These

are also known as classical pillars.

1. Division of Labour : Division of labour implies that work must be divided to obtain

clear-cut specialization with a view to improving the performance of individuals in the

organisation. The classical approach was rests firmly on the assumption that the more

a particular job is broken into its simplest component parts, the more specialised a

worker can become in carrying out his part of the job. The more specialised a worker

becomes in fulfilling his particular job, the more efficient the whole organisation will be.

For division of labour, it is necessary to identify the various activities to be performed.

Such identification can be done at various levels in large organisation because a

major activity is to be fragmented into subactivities; these subactivities into further

sub-subactivities, and so on. This process leads to differentiating the tasks necessary

to accomplish an objective. Each differentiated task can be handled separately either

by different individuals at the same time or by the same individuals at different times.

2. Scalar and Funcational Processes: Scalar and funcational processes rest upon

the assumption that there is a chain of comman throughout the organisation. Someone

exists at the top level of the organisation and exercises authority to make final decisions.

Scalar process refers to the growth of chain of command, delegation of authority, unity

of command, and the obligation to report. It is called scalar process because it provides

a scale or grading of duties according to the degree of authority and responsibility.

Scalar process generates superior-subordinate relationships in the organisation.

Functional process refers to the division of organisation into specialised parts and the

regrouping of the parts into compatible units. Thus, each unit of the organisation may

be functionally different than others; for example, marketing unit is different from

production unit. This, while scalar process deals with the vertical growth of the

organisation, functional processed are superimposed on each other; superior-

subordinate positions are created in various departments and functions. There are

five basic components of scalar and functional processes:department ation,

coordination by hierarchy, unity of command, delegation of authority, and line and staff

relationships.

(i) Departmentation: Division of work or specialisaiton is usually accomlished

through departmentation. Departmentation is the process of dividing the work of

the organisation into various units or departments. The basic problem of

departmentation is to find out the ways in which to group the tasks into individual

jobs or to group into individual administrative units, to group units into larger

units, and finally to establish the department at the top level so that costs involved

in carrying out these organisational works are minimum.
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(ii) Coordination by Hierarchy: With jobs specialised and divided among units,

co-ordination becomes necessary. Coordination can be achieved mainly through

hierarchy or chain of command. The chain of command principle implies that

every one from bottom to the top should have a superior to whom he is accountable.

Therefore, coordination can be achieved in a better way if this chain of command

is defined properly in the organisation.

(iii) Unity of Command: Unit of command, as discussed in Chapter 2, means that

a person in the organisation should receive orders formonly one superior. The

more completely an individual has a reporting relationship to a singel superior,

the less is the problem of ocnflict in instructions and greater is the feeling of

personal responsibility for results.

(iv) Delegation of Autority: Since assignment of activity to a person makes him

responsible for achieving the results, he should be delegated authority to carry

and his work. Delegation of authority means authorisation to an individual for

making decisions. Through the processes of delegation and redelegation, the

authority is distributed at various points in the organisation.

(v) Line ans Staff Relationships: Classical theory differentiates between line and

staff relationships. Line relationship exists between superior and his subordinate

in which a superior can direct the activities of his subordinate. He can give order

and surordinate is obliged  to carry out the order. On the other  hand, staff

relationship involves tendering the advice by staff personnel to line managers. It

is not obligatory on the line managers to carry the work according to the advice.

Line and staff relationships exists because of the functional process in the

organisation.

3. Structure: Structure is the framework of the formal relationships among various tasks,

activities, and people in the organisation. Organisation structure determines the

efficiency of the individuals  and hence of the organisation. Therefore, there should be

logical and rational structure. The basic structural element in the classical theory is the

position. Each position is made up of several expectations that other hold about the

appropriate behaviour for the holder of the position. Various positions in the organisation

are grouped in various ways — horizonatlly, vertically, or both. Each position holder is

then sanctioned a certaion amount of authority to     perform organisational functions in

a certain way. Depending on the distribtution of authority, the organisation structure

may be centralised or decentralised. In the case of centralisation, authority is

concentrated in the higher positions and in the case of decentralisation, relevent

authority is delegated to the lowest positions in the organisation.

4. Span of Control: Span of control refers to the number of subordinates which can be

effectively supervised by a superior. Span of control for a superior should be limited

because every manager has a limited amount of knowledge and capacity. The classical
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approach to the span of  control has dealt with generalisations embodying specific

number of subordinates for an effective span ranging from four to six. Beyond this, a

manager cannot exercise effective control and below this, his capacity and knowledge

cannot be utilised fully.

Criticisms of Classical Theory :

Bennis suggets that the focus of classical theory is on 'organisation without people7.

Katz and Kahn feel that this theory is inadequate in dealing with the complexity of organisation

structure and functioning8. These criticism s are based on the inadequacy of the  theory in

explaining the funtioning of an organisation. Thus, if we integrate the various criticisms of

classical theory, the following conclusions emerge.

1. Closed System Assumptions: Organisations have been treated as closed systems

by classicists. A close system is one that has no environment and hence no interaction

with outside world. Therefore, organisation structure can be designed on mechanistic

pattern. Once the structure is created, it will run smoothly and efficiently through job

description, policy specifications, and framing of exhaustive rules and regulations.

Individuals can be fitted a jobs and they would function in the prescribed manner as

the way of doing a job has already been perfected for them. Such a structure can be

followed for any type of organisation, whether business or otherwise. In treating an

organisation as a closed system, classicists have assumed two things: (i) There is no

impact of the environment on the organisation. (ii) Human beings are manipulated like

a mechanical part. The response to a stimulus can be calculated with precision.

However, these assumptions do not hold good in practice. First,  organisation in an

open system and is affected by its environment. Therefore, organisation structure take

into the environmental variables. Thus, with the change in will be discussed later in the

chapter. Second, human beings do not always behave rationally. Therefore, they cannot

be treated as a part of machine but due considerations have to be given to their

characteristics while desiningd the organisation structure. To the extent classical theory

does not take these factors account is inadequate.

2. Static View of Organistion: Classicists take static view of the organisation and

assume that once structure is created, it will work for ever. This means that there is no

need for change or adjustment in organisational design. This is not true. If all the factors

affecting the design of organisational structure, viz., environment, technology, size,

and people are static, the concept of static view of organisation holds true. However,

these factors always keep on chaning and managers are forced to keep watch on

their organisation structure to make suitable change whenever need arises in the light

of change in the above variable. Thus, static organisation structure is not suitable for

most of the modern organisations.

3. Too Much Reliance on Classical Pillars: Classical organisation theory relies to

much on classical pillars like division of work, scalar functional processes, structural
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arrangement, and span of control. No doubt, at the begining of the development of the

organisation theory, these pillars were quite strong but not in today's context when

more knowledge has been developed in the area. These classical pillars are no longer

applicable in organisational design because         every organisation structure is tailor-

made rather than based on principles of universality. Thus, one organisation structure

may differ from another because the requirement of the two may be different.

Criticisms of Classical Principles: Classicists have given a number of principles of

organisation. For example, Fayol  has given principles of management many of which are

related with organisational design and processes. Similar other principles have been given.

These principles ar supposed to be universal so that these can be applied to all organisations

alike. However, these principles have two shortcomings:

(i) Lack of Universality: As against the views held by classicists, principles of

organisation lack universality. Empirical researches suggets that there is not even a

single principle which is applicable in al lthe circumstances. Further, many pricinples

are actually internally contradictory. For example, principle of specialisation is frequently

in conflict with priciple of unity of command because more specialisation means that

superior may control different types of personnel and a subordinate will have to receive

orders from different specialists as shown by Taylor's functioal foremanship. Therefore,

principles are not only sort of universality but are contradictory too.

(ii) Lack of Empirical Research: The varios classical concepts and principles written

by practitioners in management are based on personal experiences and observations.

Therefore, various principles have not stood the test of rigorous empirical research

using scientific methods. Moreover, it is not clear whether various priciples are only

action recommendations or definitions. A principle establishes cause and effect

relationship of a function that is observed to be present in an organisation. From this

pointo of view, it becomes necessary to define some independent specifications of

what is meant by an organisation so that the principles do not become simply a parto

f the definition of an organisation. Since this has not been done with any consistency,

the various classicial principles become empirically vacuous.

Various criticisms of classical theory should not lead one to feet that it does offer and

guidance for managerial action for organising. In fact many of the classical concepts are still

valid. However, they have only limited applications. Therefore, managers should bean this

fact while applying these concepts. For example, Scott has observed that:

"It would not be fair to say that the classical school is unaware of the day-to-day administrative

problems of the organisation. Classical organisation theory has relevant insights into the

nature of organisation, but the value of this thoery is limited by its narrow concentrations on

the formal anatomy of organisation."9

The neoclassical theory has developed as a reaction to rationally and efficiency

obsession of the classical theory which failed to recognize the significance of the impact of
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human beings an organisation structure. Neoclassical theory has started its development

from the findings of famous Hawthorne Experiments. Afterwards many contributions have

been added to the field. The essence of neoclassicial theory is contained in two points: (i)

organisational situation should be viewed in social as well as economic and technical terms;

(ii) the social process of group behaviour can be understood in terms of clinical method

analogous to the doctor's diagnosis of human organism. The neoclassicial theory emphasises

on the task of complementing for some of the deficiencies in classical theory. This takes the

postulates of classical model and modifies them to suit the needs of human beings in the

organisation. Since the theory suggests only modifications in the basic postulates of classical

theory, it is reffered to as neoclassical theory. The main propositions of neoclassical theory

are as follows:

1. The organisation is a soical system.

2. The social environment of the job affects people and is also affected by them

and not by management alone.

3. Informal organisation also exists within the formal organisation and it affects and

is affected by the foraml organisation.

4. Human being is not totally rational and his behaviour can be predicted in terms of

social and psychological factors.

5. Human being has diverse motivational pattern and tries to fulfil different types of

needs.

6. Often there is conflict between individual and organisational objectives which

increases the importance of integration between individuals and organisation.

7. Communication is necessary as it carries information necessary for

organisational functioning and conveys the feelings and sentiments of people

who work in the organisation.

8. Team-work is essential for co-operation among people. This is not achieved

automatically but has to be achieved through behavioural approach.

4.3.2 Neoclassical Theory and Organisational Design

According to neoclassical theory, the organisation should be designed in such a way

that needs the basic postulates of the theory as discussed above. The basic emphasis of

neoclassical theory is on flat structure, decentralisation, and provision of informal organisation.

It can be seen that this theory offers modifications over the classical organiational structure.

For example, it accepts the concept of span of control but emphasises on wide span of

control to give that structure rather than narrow span of control resulting into all structure as

envisaged by the classical theory.
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1. Flat Strcuture: Neoclassical theory suggests flat strcuture as against tall structure.

Neoclassicists feet that tall structure is against the human beings. It suffers from the

following problems: communication problem because of increased differentiation

between decision makers and implementers, lack of motivation to people, and being

expensive because too many levels are added in the organisation. As against this, flat

strcuture with wide span of control is more suitable for motivating human beings int he

organisation; communication chain is shorter; and it is free from hierarchical control.

2. Decentralisation: Neoclassical theory suggested decentralisation in organisation

structure. Decendtralisation is closely related to flat structure as wide span of contrl

will result into horizontal increase of people. The dencentralised structure offers various

advantage and is in accordance with the various characteristics of human beings

identified by the neoclassicists.

3. Informanal Organisation: A major departure of neoclassical theory from the classical

theory is that former recognises that in every formal organisation, informal

organisational also exists. Formal organisational structure represents as closely as

possible the deliberate intention of its framers for the purpose of interactions that are

expected to take place among its members. The informal organisation, on the other

hand, is created because of the limitations of the formal organisation to fulfil the

member's needs, particularlly the psychological needs. In an organisation, the behaviour

of members is determined with interaction of formal and informal organisations. Since

manage cannot control the informal organisations, he shold make the best use of this

in achieving the organisational objectives.

Appraisal of Neoclassical Theory :

Neoclassical theory has given a new dimension to the design and management of the

organisation. It has recognised such important factors which were almost ignorged by classical

theory like informal organisatin, informal leader, group norms, non-economic motivation,

irrational behaviour and so on. All these factors are important in understaning the organisational

behaviour. Thus, neoclassical theory has tried to overcome many of the deficiencies of classical

theory.

Neoclassical theory, however, is not free from shortcomings. It suffers from

incompetency, a short-sighted perspective, and lack, of integration among various facets of

human behaviour studied by it. It has been criticised by many and criticisms range from 'human

relations as a tool for cynical puppeteering of people' to 'human relations is no more than a

trigling body of empirical descriptive information.' In fact, neoclassical theory has been called

bankrupt. The major problems in neoclassical theory are as follows:

1. Neoclassical theory lacks unified approach of organisation theory. In fact, it is not

a new theory at all. What actually has been done in this theory is merely modification

of classical concepts and models. Therefore, it is merely concerned with

organisational modification rather than organisational transformation. Thus,

neoclassical theory suffers from the same problems as classical theory does.
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2. Most of the assumptions of neoclassical theory in which it bases its

recommendations for organisational design and operation are not true. The

assumption that it is always possible to find out a solution that satisfies every

body is not true. Thus, if basic assumptions are not true, how can

recommendations based on these be practical? In the organisation, often there

are sharp conflicts of inerest among various groups in the organisation that are

structural and not merely psychological. This aspect has not been dealt adequately.

3. Various structures and formats of organisations given by neoclassicists are not

applicable to all situations. It is true that while designing an organisation,

consideration should be given to the characteristics of people working in the

organisation but humanistic organisation structure may have its own limitations.

As will be seen later, a suitable organisation structure is one which takes care of

different variable which affect the organisational functioning and people may be

one of various factors.

4.3.3 Modern Theory: Systems Approach

Modern organisation theory is a sophisticated and scientific way of explaining a

complex organisation. This theory is comparatively systematic and highly constructive. It is

not an instantaneous or overnight development but it is a complete representation of various

contributions form different disciplines for more than two decades. Modern organisation theory

can be understood in two approaches, though both of them are interrelated. These are systems

approach and contingency approach.

Before the emergence of contingency approach in management, systems approach

was treated to be the modern approach. Many of the writers have treated modern organisation

and systems approach of organisational designs as synonymous. For example, Scoot

observes that:

"the distinctive qualities of modern organisation theory were are its conceptual-analytical

base, its reliance on empirical research data and, above all, its integrative nature. These

qualities are framed in a philosophy which accepts that the only meaningful way to study

organisation is to study it as a system."10

Modern organisation theory, as a systems approach, is an integrative one which

considers the organisation in its totality. The study of system must rely on a method of analysis

involving the simultaneous variations of mutually dependent variables. This is what systems

approach of organisation theory offers. The concept and implications of systems approach

to management has been presented in Chapter 2. Here we are presenting the relevant aspects

of systems    approach for organisational design. These are subsystems in the organisation

and their linking and structural arrangement.

Subsystems in Organisation :

Every system has subsystems which are interrelated to constitute system as entity.
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Since the organisation is a system, it contains various subsystems. Each subsystem is

identified by certain objectives, processes, roles, structures, and norms of conduct. The various

subsystems of the organisation constitute the mutually dependent parts. These subsystems

interach and through interactions create new patterns of behaviour that are separate from but

related to the pattern specific by the original system. This is known as emerged behaviour.

Since variables are interdenpendent the ture influence of altering one aspect of the system

cannot be determined by varying it alone. Similarly when any of the subsystem fails to function

properly, the impact on other subsystems is immediate and affects the total organisation.

In an organisation system, there are various ways of classifying subsystems. For

example, each unit of the organisation is a subsystem. There is another way of classifying

subsystems which may be found in each functional unit. Accordingly, there are various

subsystems in the organisation and have been classified in different ways. For example,

Seiler has identified four components in an organisational system: human inputs, technological

inputs, organisational inputs and social structure and norms.11 Kast and Rosenweig have

identified five subsystems: goals and value subsystem, psychological subsystem, technical

subsystem, structural subsystem and managerial subsystem.12 Carzo and Yanouzas have

identified three subsystems: technical subsystems, social subsystem, and power subsystem.

The totality of these sybsystems with their interconnections makes up the system of

organisation.13 However within these subsystems, managerial subsystem should also be added

so that managerial aspect is given due emphasis in designing the organisation structure.

1. Technical Subsystem: Technical subsytem is a vechile for conduct of work in the

organisation. It refers to the knowledge required for the performance of tasks, including

the techniques used in the transformation of inputs into outputs. The basic component

of the technical subsystem is a group of tasks of activities that can be performed by an

individual. In performing the task, the individual has to play a role involving decision

making, communication, and other actions which relate him with other parts of the

organisation. Behaviour in the technical subsystem is governed by rules, procedures,

policies and other prescriptions. The basic purpose of the behaviour regulation is to

make sure that jobs are performed as planned and ot stabilise behaviour so that

organisation members may develop reasonable expectations of others' work behaviour

in the organisation.

Technical subsystem, thus, constitutes the formal arrangement of the functions,

relationships, and behaviour. However, behaviour in the organisation is not explained

fully by the technial subsystem alone because there is a fundamental conflict between

individual and the organisation system resulting from the demand made by the system

and the individual expectancies regarding the work he has to perform. Thus, individual

behaviour is modified by the existence of social subsystem. Unless this aspect is takn

into account, behavior cannot be predicted properly.
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2. Social Subsystem: Every organisation has a social subsystem which is composed

of individuals and groups in interaction. When people are set to perform their tasks,

they develop some sort of informal relationships. These relationships are ot patterned

on formal but are different. Because of these informal relationships, there may be

modification of expectations of behaviour. The informal organisation expects certain

norms of behaviour from its members and individuals have expectancies of

pshychological satisfication they hope to derive from association with others on the

job. Both these expectancies interach resulting into individuals modiying  theiry

behaviour according to group norms and the group modifying what is expects of

individuals because of the impact of their personality factors on group norms.

3. Power Subsystems: Every organisation has a power subsystem and people in the

organisation elaborate their behaviour through the power relationship. Power is one's

ability to influence others to achieve desired results. Power distribution in the

organisation is both formal and informal. That is why some people are more powerful

in the organisation and some people are powerless in spite of occupying the similar

power centres. Power subsystem is important to transform a decision into action in

the organisation. Often there is hierarchy of power centres in the organisations because

people aspiring for power the have varying degrees of success as they have varying

degrees of control on the the mans by which the  power can be required such as

formal position, job importance, expertise, personal characteristics, and coalition of

individuals in the organisations.

4. Managerial Subsystem: When organisational units are arranged and operated as a

system, each subsystem is viewed as a distinct entity and its relationship or contribution

to the next level in th hierarchical structure is programmed and measured, but always

in consideration of total system. Since organisations are deliberate and purposive

creations, their management should lead towards the realisation of their objectives.

Management of a system invovles two processess: operation and review and control.

Operation refers to conversion of inputs into outputs, commonly known as transformation

or conversion process. Inputs may be in the form of informatioin, materials, and energy.

These inputs are allocated according to plan. However, the distribution of these inputs

is also affected by social subsystem and power subsystem, more by the latter one.

Operation of a system required some sort of review and controal to make it sure that

it is going as it has been planned. If there is any discrepancy, this is overcome so that

results are as planned.

Since an organisation has various subsystems, these should be linked properly so

that the organisation can work as an entity. The way an organisation moves towards its

equilibrium depends on the functional connectedness of its various parts. Successful working

of the whole system requires two conditions: (i) enough connectedness among various parts

of the subsystems so that operation of a subsystem can activate another and contributions of

all an contribute to the whole; (ii) enough separation of the subsystems so that some
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specialisation of functions is possible and equilibrium can be achieved in the system as a

whole. Various part of the organisation are interlinked by certain activities knows as linking

process. Basically there are three linking processes: communication, decision, and balance.

Communication as linking process evokes the activation in various parts of a the organisation.

It also work as control and coordination mechanism linking the various decision centres in the

organisation so as to synchronise their functioning. Various parts of the organisation interact

among themselves through communication. The second linking process is decision which

refers to selection of an alternative based on  some criteria. Thus, the basic criteria of decision

making provide uniformity in the working of various subsystems. The third process balance

refers to an equilibrium mechanism whereby various parts of the organisation are maintained

in a harmonious structured relationship to each other. These three interlinking processed

taken together will affect the functioning of individual subsystems as well as of the whole

system.

Systems Approach of Organsiational Design :

There are various implications of systems approach in management including

organisaitonal design. Systems approach of modern organisation theory has suggested three

aspects relevant to design of organisation structure. These are modern organisational models,

lateral relationships, and cybernetics.

1. Modern Organisational Models: Systems approach of organisational design

recognises the problems involved in managing large and complex organisations.

Therefore, it has replaced the simpler classical and neoclassical models because

they have been too inadequate to solve the problems of today's organisaitons. The

approach recognises the need for flexibility and     adaptability of organisation structure

and various new models have been suggested such as project organisation, matrix

organisation, task force, etc. The basic balue of t hese organisaiton structures is that

they are able to cope up with enviromental dynamics very easily. Various implications

and functioning of these structure have been discussed in a separate chapter.

2. Lateral Relationships: Systems approach suggested emphasis on lateral

relationships among people in the organisation. This emphasis is in contrast to vertical

relationships emphasised by classical theory and horizontal relationships emphasised

by neoclassical theory. While both these relationships are important for the

organisational functioning, lateral relationships achieve coordination more effectively

by eliminating the hierarchical control. In modern organisational designs, people are

not exactly placed in superior-subordinate relationship and, therefore, exercise of

authority for ocntrolling behaviour is not effective. Organisational processes in such

cases are quite different which will be discussed along with forms of modern

organisation structures.
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3. Cyber netics: Cybernetics is a crucial aspect of systems theory. Cybernetics is an

important concept for the control function. The word 'cybernetics' stems from the Greek

'kybernetes', or 'helmsman,' and relates to the connotation 'direction of'. Cybernetics

involves communication and control. It is concerned with information flow in complex

systems. Although cybernetics has been applied primarily to mechanistic-engineering

problems, its model of feedbak and regulation has significance for social systems

also. In the organisational context, it is interested in the  problems of regulation and

control in complex, probabilistic, self-regulatory systems of the organisation. Since it

emphasises regulation in comlex system, it has become a model of thinking in regard

to the application of advanced information technology to the control of complex

organisation. This is why organisations using sophisticated management information

systems adopt cybernetic models as an integral part of their model of operation.

Systems approach of modern organisation theory has given new thinking in the

management and design of an organisation. Its conceptual framework is much above than

other approaches. However, it suffers form the basic limitations of it being too abstract and

complex.  Moreover, various organisation forms given by this approach are suitable only for

large oganisations and are not applicable for the smaller organisations. Therefore, this theory

cannot be said to be unified one.

Contingency Approach :

Another approach of modern organisation theory is contigency approach. Contingency

approach is an extension of systems approach. Contingency approach of organisational

design suggests that 'structure of an organisation should be tailor-make; search for a typical

structure applicable to all organisations if futile'. Thus, the basic implication of this approach

is that there cannot be a particular model or oganisation structure which can be      applied in

all situations. Rather, an appropriate organisation structure is one with appropriate internal

states and proces so of organisation contingent upon external environment and internal needs.

Therefore, while designing the structure, various factors affecting it should be taken into

consideration.

4.4 Effectiveness of Organisational Structure

There are various factors which determine the effectivenss of an organisation structure.

These are organisation's:

1. Environment

2. Strategy

3. Technology

4. Size

5. People
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4.4.1 Environment

An organisation is a system which works within a broader framework of an environment.

Though the boundary between organisation and its environment cannot be exact and definite,

for all practical purposes, wuch boundary can be identified. The organisation interacts

continuously with its environment; it is affected by environment and also affects the environment.

In this interaction, the environment determines the various organisational processes including

its structure. The environmental system concept regards the organisation as a part of the

environment at large — the environmental system. Organisations, like man or other animal,

must either adjust to the environment or perish. The form and structure must be suitable to the

environment and must be funcational under the existing environmental conditions. An

organisation that does not adapt itself to the environment may vanish from the scene. The

adjustment between an organisation and its environment is affected by the type of organisation

structure. Thus, an appropriate orgnisation structure is one which is in accordance with the

needs of its environment. We have seen in Chapter 4 that two characteristics of the environment

are important for the organisation: environmental complexity and variability. These two factors

taken together affect the design of organisation structure in terms of it being able to:

1. monitor and process information about the environment;

2. increase organisation's ability to preplan,

3. increase its flexibility to adapt, and

4. decrease the level of performance required for continued viability.

Various research studies are available to indicate the effect of environment on

organisation structure. In 1990s, Burns and Stalker studied 20 electronics firms in Great Britain

and revealed a linkage between formal organisation and its envronment. As a result of their

study, the researchers have differentiated two systems of management suitable for two types

of environments. These are mechanistic system suitable for stable environment and organic

system suitable for dynamic environment. The development of two systems in various

organisations is the conclusive proof of the effect of environment on the management and

organisation structure, with environment acting as a major determinant.

4.4.2 Strategy

Though there are various ways in which the term strategy is defined, here, we may

define strategy as the course of actions through which the organisation relates itself with its

environment so as to achieve its objectives. Though the choice of a strategy by the organisation

is largely determined by the environment, other factors particularly organisation's strengths

and weaknesses and personal factors also affect this choice.

There is close relationship between an organisation's strategy and its structure. The

understanding of this relationship is important so that in implementing the strategy, the

organisation structure is designed according to the needs of the startegy. The relationship

between strategy and structure can be though in terms of utilising structure for strategy
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implementation because structure is a means to an end and not an end in itself. The most

appropriate end is the objectives for which the organisation exists in the first place, as revealed

by its strategy. Without coordination between strategy and structure, the most likely outcomes

are confusion, misdirection, and splintered efforts within the organisation. Research evidence

also suggets that structure follows strategy. According to Chandler, changes in organisation's

strategy bring about new administrative problems which, in turn, require a new refashioned

structure if the new administrative problmes which, in turn, require a new refashioned structure

if the new strategy is to be successfully implemented. Chandler has found that strcuture tends

to follow the growth strategy of the organisations but not until inefficiency and internal operating

problems provoke a structural adjustment. Thus, organisational actions proceed in a particular

sequence: new strategy creation, emergence of new administrative problems, a decline in

profitability and performance, a shift to a more appropriate organisation structure, then recovery

to improved strategy execution ad more profit and performance. However, this sequence can

be broken if suitable organisation structure is conceived at the starting point of strategy

implementation.

4.4.3 Technology

Technology is another factor affecting organisation structure. Though, broadly speaking,

technology is one of the components of organisational environment, it may be studied

separately because technology directly affects the task structure. As such, here, technology

is taken in the context of task in the organisation. Before analysing the impact of technology

on the organisational functioning, particularly as related with its desing, it is imperative to

understand the nature of technology as relevant to the organisations.

Technology is a body of particular type of knowledge and relates to direct problem-

solving inventions. It consists of equipments, machines or tools, sets of activities, methods or

processes and layouts, arrangements, or patterns. At a more abstract level, it is the knowledge

of all these things: what activities to perform and how to perform them, how to use machines,

how to make or acquire machines, how to order the machine and activities, and so on.

Technology is one of the most important pshysical variables affecting the work system. It has

the following characteristics in relation to organisation.

1. Technology is a major source of productivity increases. Though human beings

are primarily responsible for handling technology, their efficiency is determined

by the type of technology being used.

2. Various jobs in an organisation being performed by individuals are determined

by the technology being used. If there is a change in technology, the jobs are

changed because technology determines the level of skills required.

3. Technology influences the social situation, that is, the size of groups, membership

of group, patterns of interpersonal interactions, opportunity to control activities

are influenced in a variety o f ways by technology.
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4. Organisations become more secured by developing efficiency through the

adoption of efficient technology. However, as the technology becomes more

complex, it becomes relatively more difficult for new organisations to enter in the

field.

5. There is a time gap in employing new technologies both within an organisation

and among organisations in a field. Time gap within the organisation means that

adjustment to technologcial innovation will be spread over a number of years

and is not amenable to a direct, one-change solution. With the industry, it means

that if a new technology is adopted by an organisation, others in the same industry

will follow soon; however, because of time gap, the first organisation will have

some sort of monopolistic advantages.

4.4.4 Size of Organisation

The issue of organisational size has been a compelling one in organisational analysis,

though most organisation because theorists have hardly visualised size as an important factor.

This is so because of diverse research finding on the relationship between organisation size

and its structure. However, various research studies are available which indicate that size is

an important factor in determining organisation structure. Theoretical proposition suggests

that size of an organisation influences its coordination, direction, control, and reporting systems

and, hence, the organisation structure. When an organisation is small, interaction is confined

to a relatively small group, communication is simpler, less information is required for decision-

making, and there is less need for formal structure.

The concept of size is used in various ways depending upon the measurement criteria.

Thus, size is measured in terms of number of employees, scale of operations, size of

investment, etc. These conceptual difficulties are, however, erased when research on size is

examined. Generally there is positive correlation among the various indicators. Hall has

concluded on the basis of review of various research studies on organisation size, that an

organisation's membership size is also closely related to its financial size, and large

organisations are large in terms of both their membership and their resources.

Various reserach studies have been undertaken to find out the relationship between

size of an organisation and its structure. However, no definite conclusions could emerge

because of the inconsistent findings of these studies. This is because of the reason that a

single variable affects organisational design alongwith other variables. However, some broad

conclusions can be drawn about the aspects of organisation structure which seem to be

directly related with the size. First, certain structural factors, like number of levels, number of

divisions, and number of job titles, generally increases with the size. Such observations are

important in designing the organisation structure because these have to be taken into account.

Second, conclusions       regarding size and decentralisation cannot be made without taking

technology of the organisation into consideration. Thus, it does not provide clear-cut answer

for designing the organisation structure.
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4.4.5 People

Organisation structure is the result of conscious actions on the part of people who are

engaged in the organisation. As such, the form of organisation structure is expected to reflect

the thinking and way of working of its framers and participants. The form of organisation is a

major source of satisfaction or dissatisfaction for the people. For example, Argyris argues

that traditional forms of organisation are restrictive and failing to allow members to develop

psychologically and encouraging natural behavriour patterns. The requirements of different

types of people differ considerably and these can better be mt if suitable organisation structure

is designed. Moreover, the structure is the result of personality effect of its framers. Thus, to

arrive at appropriate structure, the forces in people may be analysed. Such analysis may be

in two ways: people in superior capacity and people in subordinate capacity.

4.5 Summary

The design of an organisation is influenced greatly by many forces operating within

manager's personalities: Managers perceive the problem of their organisation in a unique

way depending upon their background, knowledge, experience, and values. Management of

the organisation, particularly top management, decides such crucial factors as the type of

industry in which the organisation should go, the basis on which it will face competitors (such

as price, quality, diversity of prodcut line, service, and so on), structure of top management

and that of organisation. All such decisions have to be made in the context of the relationship

between the environment and the managerial philosophy. Differences in managerial philosophy

affect some basic variables of organisation structure.

The manager's feelings about the degree of autonomy and freedom required for their

subordinates will have an important impact on the form of organisation structure. McGregor's

assumptions about human nature —theory X and Y — indicate two different approaches in

pattern of management and organisation affecting the individuals in organisations in particular

ways. Thus, if managers have a feeling that their people fall under the assumptions of the

theory X, they would like to have a mechanistic structure which provides closer control on the

individuals. On the other hand, if they have faith in theory Y, perhaps they may design organic

structure which fulfills the needs of self-motivated people.

People working in the organisation perform their work as sub-ordinates and their need

satisfaction depends to a great extent by the type of organisation affects need satisfaction of

people by providing or denying the opportunities to work freely and in autonomous way. They

suggest that there is a conflict between traditional organisation structure and satisfaction of

employees' psychological needs. Herzberg's two-factor theory suggests that specific

organisational form can be designed to provide job enrichment to enhance motivation and jo

performance. Thus, what will be appropriate for motivation seekers may not be the same for

maintenance seekers.
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A particular organisation structure may not be suitable for both skilled and unskilled

workers or for professional and non-professional people. This is so because both groups of

people have different need patterns. Skilled and professional people are more involved in

their job and opportunity to participate in decision-making process relating to it. Snaith observes

that 'precisely what drives a human being to pursue a professional career makes him eminently

unsuitable to praticipate in highly organised corporation plan. He is characterised by a strong

sense of individuality, pride in the displine of his professional speciality (which spuersedes,

in his opinion,  any other form of displine, particularly that of a business operation), and sets

values and drives which cannot always be satisfied by conventional incentives. Not the least

of these drives is the desire for personal recognition, stronger in the professional desinger,

the closer he approaches the status of an artist. Thus, professional people can better be

managed by the organisation structure which satisfies their needs for autonomy, less direct

control, and participation in decision-making. Such structure is clearly different from the

traditional one.

Now some conclusions may be drawn about the type of structure that an organisation

should follow. It can be suggeted that structure is a result of several operating forces at the

workplace. A successful structure is one which integrates these forces. Thus, what might be a

suitable structure for one organisation may not be for another organisation even in the same

industry. Rather the suitability will be determined by the satisfaction of the requriements of

various — environment, strategy, technology, size, and people, and these conditions are likely

to vary from organisation to organisation.

4.1 Questions for Exercise

1. "The term organisation is used in different ways and, therefore, it is difficult to

derive its exact meaning." Elaborate this statement and examine the meaning of

organisation in its different usages.

2. What is the concept of organising? What are its different elements?

3. What do you understand by organisation theory? What is its role is providing

insights for designing organisation structure?

4. What are the main pillars of clasical organisation theory? Do classical writers

treat an organisation as a closed system? Exlain.

5. What is the basic framework of neoclassical organisation theory? How does it

offer         modification of classical pillars?

6. What is systems approach of modern organisation theory? Describe the

imlications of     systems approach in organisational design.

7. What do  you mean by subsystem. Discuss the important subsystems of an

organisations.

8. "Structure of an organisation should be tailor-made. Search for a typical structure

is vain." Comment on this statement and discuss the factors affecting organisation

structure.
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